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Dear Participants of Aalto on Waves,

The program team has worked hard to make this journey as outstand-
ing as possible. We are happy to see a diverse program to connect Brazil 
and Finland in very, very different manners. It ranges from the cultural side 
over business to art, design and technology. 
All schools of Aalto are united in Aalto on Waves, and this project is mak-
ing it easy to cross the borders between disciplines, enrich your knowl-
edge and find new friends from all over Aalto and from Brazil.
We would like to thank all the Aalto staff members and our Brazilian 
guests during the ship journey for offering very interesting and inspir-
ing courses. Furthermore, we would like to thank our Brazilian partners 
for being open and very interested in Aalto on Waves. Especially Thalita 
Knupp, a student from the ESPM in Rio; Fredrik Boëthius from the Finnish 
Embassy and Mika Peltola, a Finnish entrepreneur in Brazil. From Aalto’s 
side, we would like to thank the organizing team, especially, Bruno Sousa 
and Nargis Guseynova; our great IDBM professor Mikko Koria and the 
Aalto management in form of Martti Raevaara and Hannu Seristö for 
their active contribution and support. The list of supporters is too long 
to mention here, but we appreciate all help we got and are proud of the 
outcome.
We encourage you to open your horizon, step out of your comfort zone 
and be open for new experiences in a new culture!
Aalto on Waves consists of 109 awesome people – enjoy the unique ride!
With warm regards from the program team,

Gisa and Thomas

COUPLE OF WORDS FROM PROGRAM TEAM



AALTO ON WAVES

BUILDING BRIDGES BETWEEN

FINLAND AND BRAZIL

Design:  Adalgisa Santos, Nargis Guseynova



16.11 - Departure from Helsinki to 
Lisbon - 06.25 / 06.30
16.11 - Arrival in Lisbon - 13.10 / 14.40
16.11 to 18.11 - Lisbon
18.11 - Boat Departure - 19.00
19.11 - Cruising
20.11 - Gran Canaria, Canary Islands - 
09.00 to 18.00
21.11 - Tenerife, Canary Islands - 08.00 
to 18.00
22.11 - Cruising
23.11 - Cruising
24.11 - Cruising
25.11 - Cruising
26.11 - Cruising

27.11 - Recife, Brazil - 08.00 to 18.00
28.11 - Cruising
29.11 - Salvador, Brazil - 07.00 to 16.00
30.11 - Cruising
01.12 - Arrival in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 
- 8.00
01.12 - 05.12 - Rio de Janeiro
05.12 - Departure from Rio to São 
Paulo - evening
05.12 - Stop by Penedo? - 19.00 to 
23.00
06.12 - Arrival in São Paulo - morning
06.12 - 11.12 - São Paulo
11.12 - End of the Journey - See you on 
next Aalto on ...

AoW Schedule:

OUR ROUTE
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Last participants 
event!!!! :D

Pack your stuffs!!! 
Sleep if you can!!! Lisbon

Flight to 
Lisbon!!!

Boat

Gran Canaria

Boat

Tenerife Recife

Boat

Salvador

Boat

Rio de Janeiro

Rio de Janeiro São Paulo

AoW CALENDAR!

You can write your plans down here!
If you are not sure on what to do, check our daily program 
board during the journey!



Lisbon



Pub Crawling
Time: ~9-10pm onwards, after dinner 

Place: Bairro Alto and other nearby places to the hostel

Content: Going to different pubs in teams and doing silly tasks on the road 
and in the pubs. Completing the tasks will get the teams points, it's a com-
petition ;) The winning team will get an awesome prize. Some of the pubs 
will come with prepaid drinks. Organized by a local group of students!
 
Price: ~10-15e, tbc

Dinner at the YES Hostel
Place:  Rua São Julião, 148 - 1100-527 Lisboa - Tel: 00351 21 3427171

Time: 19:00 50 persons
         20:30 50 persons

16th November

17th November
City Rally 

Time: 10am - 3pm
 
Place: the finest of Lisbon :)

Content: Again in teams, now checking the worthwhile places in Lisbon, 
including Parque des Nacoes and Belem etc. Tasks for fun are waiting at 
the monuments and you can get points for your team to win an awesome 
prize ;) Also organized by a local group of students. 
It's of course possible to go around on your own, in case you have some 
specific place in mind that's not in the city rally! 

Price: 4-5e for public transportation day ticket 

Wine Cellars
Time: 3pm - 8pm 

Place: there are numerous around the city

Content: Visiting wine cellar(s) and tasting the products. There are some in 
the center, and in the suburbs you can find more. The ones in the city you 
should be able to check during the city rally! 

Beach
Time: 10am - 8pm 

Place: Everytrain station between "Cascais" and "Paço de Arcos" (including 
them) are near the beach on Cascais train line
Content: Actually the locals say that this is not the time for beach in Por-
tugal. It rains a lot and the waves can be over 5 meters. It's possible to go 
anyway. Great for experienced surfers! 

Shopping
Time: 10am - 8pm 

Place: Shopping malls 

Content: There are some big shopping malls in Lisbon, and the price level 
should be portuguese :) 

Joint dinner
Time: ~8pm

Place: restaurant 

Content: The local group of students will look for a nice restaurant for us 
to have the dinner. 

tuomas.haggren@gmail.comContact:
Facilitator: Tuomas Haggren



Gran Canaria

Surfing course
Time: Morning about 9.30-11.30 am

Place: Las Canateras, La Cicer
(walking distance from Las Palmas harbour)

Content: Surfing tutorial on the beach and practical
training in Las Canteras, La Cicer beach.

Price: ~10 €/2 hours/person

Salsa course
Time: Not confirmed yet

Place: Salsa Academy,Calle 1º de Mayo, Vegeta
(Old town trasport by taxi/buss, not included)

Content: Salsa course, about 2 hours (max)

Price: ~5-10€ /person

City tour to Old town
Time: Morning/afternoon

Place:  Vegeta, Old town trasport by taxi/buss, not included.

Content: Visiting Old town/ museums, local guide
from BEST group (not confirmed yet). More info in Survival guide.

20th November



Joint Lunch
Time: About 1 - 2 pm

Place: Not confirmed yet

Content: BEST local group in Las Palmas is looking for restaurant
for all. If not possible to have joint lunch, we will
provide restaurant list to Survival guide!

Beach party
Time: Afternoon 2 - 5 pm

Place: Las Canateras, La Cicer
(walking distance from Las Palmas harbour)

Content: Football and other stuff or just
laying back on the beach and meeting new people!
FB event!

sami.soininen@iki.fiContact:
Facilitator: Sami Soininen

Tenerife



Excursion to Teide National park
Time: 8 am - 4 pm

Place: Teide National park, La Orotava

Content: 8 hour excurion to Teide national park. Transport with
one 55 seater buss. If the weather is good it is possible to go to
the top of the Teide. There is an extra charge for the cable car
which is 25euros. On the way back to Santa Cruz de Tenerife visit
to  La Orotava which is close by and a lovely Canarian town and
then joint lunch in a local restaurant in the same area.

Price: 15€ + lunch

Free time in Santa Cruz de Tenerife
Time: Whole day / 4-6 pm

Place: Santa Cruz de Tenerife
(walking distance from Tenerife harbour)

Content: Shopping, sightseeing, chilling, more info in Survival guide!

20th November

sami.soininen@iki.fiContact:
Facilitator: Sami Soininen

Courses / Workshops ECTS 



Design Factory 2D Workshop

2 ECTS

mikelis.studers@aalto.fi; peter.tapio@aalto.fiContact:

Introduction to Aalto Design Factory, brainstorming and problem solving 
methods, Product Development in 6 hours (PD6), hands-on activities and 
report.

After this workshop you will be prepared to work as a part of the team 
solving fuzzy problems.You will have knowledge and experience with col-
laborative working, ideation and problem solving. You will do a practical 
implementation of your learnings.

Preliminary exercise 4h
On-board workshops 6+6h
Hands-on activity and report ~12h

Lecturer: Mikelis Studers, Peter Tapio

Consumer ethicality and 
sustainable production: Scenarios 
of sustainable future and consumer 
well-being Workshop

3 ECTS
Student learns to 
- collect data on consumers
- utilize understanding of consumers and market scenarios in producing market 
insights
- use a variety of market insights in the process of formulating feasible new busi-
ness concepts and turning these into feasible products
- utilize the basic methods of business development
Field work: central consumer concerns // Pre-reading: Scenarios + artsu future 
studies/scenario building + artikkeli consumer decision // 
1st workshop: Present contemporary themes (everyone presents the most 
interesting theme) // discuss and chrystallize scenarios // Form groups // HW: 
Combine scenario with consumer decision challenges How does the world/
future look like from a view point of a consumer? // 2nd workshop: Present 
the transformed scenario // discussion and comments // Redistribute scenario 
descriptions // Be flustered for a while // HW: Develop a product concept that 
would solve one of these consumer concerns (Reading how to write a concept 
description or something similar). // 
3rd workshop: Present concepts (charade) // Discussion and comments // 
Further development - with business/tech/design aspects // HW: finalize the 
product // 
4th workshop: Present products (utilize your own skill to present the es-
sence of the product) // Scenario – your business concept is running and it is 
fabulous – now, vision a concept that will out-do your concept // Present this 
with an interactive way
Preassignment 10 hours

elina.koivisto@aalto.fiContact:
Lecturer: Antti Vassinen, Elina Koivisto



6 ECTS

janne.tienari@aalto.fi; rebecca.piekkari@aalto.fiContact:

The objective of the course is to provide students with a good under-
standing of how strategy work is carried out in firms that operate across 
national borders, and with an ability to critically scrutinise notions of strat-
egy and strategic management. 
The course combines cutting-edge academic knowledge on strategy with 
current managerial practices. Upon completion of the course, you should 
understand the challenges associated with balancing global strategizing 
and local adaptation.

The reaction papers focus on the following themes: (1) understanding the 
field of strategy and introduction to the course, (2) strategy as practice 
and work, (3) strategy tools, management consultants and local transla-
tions of “best practices”, (4) strategy and internationalization, (5) commu-
nicating change in strategy within multinational corporations (instructions 
about how to write reaction papers provided in the briefing session in 
Helsinki). 
1) Briefing session (in Helsinki) 3 hours
2) Individual work (five reaction papers, two pages each), 5 x 16 hours 
=80 h   
3) Group work assignment (report based on field work, 25-30 pages) = 
74 h
4) Presentation of the group work assignment and acting as an opponent 
for another student group (in Helsinki) 3 hours

Lecturer: Janne Tienari, Rebecca Piekkari, Miikka Lehtonen

Strategy work in global context Passenger ship architecture

2 ECTS

Can establish spatial and functional concept of passenger ships and ferries. 
Can explain concept design and research and development process of 
passenger ships and ferries from multidisciplinary point view.  Can de-
scribe economical, technical and aesthetic factors of the cruise ship. Can 
approach design from passengers’ and diverse cultures point of views.

Five lectures about cruise ship functions and the industry. Workshop 
where participants are creating future cruise ship concepts in multidiscipli-
nary groups.
L1 what is cruise ship
L2 cruise ship functions
L3 cruise ship product development
L4 passenger functions
L5 cruising experience

Lectures: 20h, workshops and self-learning: 30h.

markus.ahola@aalto.fiContact:
Lecturer: Markus Ahola



Cruise experience Workshop

2 ECTS

Can explain the concept of experience design. Can analytically analyze 
user-experiences of different functions and services. Can approach design 
from users and diverse cultures perspective. Can see the field of design in 
wider scope where products are not only occurrence of usability, func-
tionality and cognition but also vehicles of experiences.

Workshop is self-learning based and only couple lectures are organized 
where is introduced the tasks and phenomena of experience design. 
Course ends with a discussion session where participants are sharing 
cruise experiences.

L1 workshop kick-off
L2 what is experience design, intermediate check
L3 discussion

Lectures: 6h, workshops and self-learning: 44h.

markus.ahola@aalto.fiContact:
Lecturer: Markus Ahola

How to change the world: 
sustainability projects

6 ECTS

During the course students will work in teams and findicreative solutions to social and 
environmental challenges brought by partner organizations.
 Partner organisations:
1. Business incubator of University of Sao Paulo (together with the event “São Paulo 
University USP + IDBM” )
2. Hub Helsinki - Hub Sao Paulo. http://helsinki.the-hub.net/public/.
ON BOARD:
    *  flexible schedule. To think, what to do at Brazil, to prepare questions for Brazil 
side.... Main outcome: prepare. No tutoring on board
meeting with Brazilian partner organisation for a team of 3-5 people will be decided 
later (In Brazil)
IN BRAZIL:
    * meet with the Brazilian organization. Ask missing information, show them ideas and 
test how they fit with reality, get feedback from the client.
    * write the reports (or to do that later
IN FINLAND:
middle-late January - attend the kick-off event for the students who will do the same 
course in Helsinki: prepare final reports and presentation: get grades at April

Events, which need physical presence, are:
- 1.11 - kick-off event (3 hours)
- meeting with the partner organization in Brazil 
- late January - share your experience (about 3 h)
Some reports, plans, etc. must be done, but there is no strict timing limits. Students in 
groups have to meet before the trip (to plan the course work), has to have at least one 
long meeting on-board, and also to meet for preparing final presentation. They can meet 
in real life or online. Flexible timetable.

anna.korolyuk@gmail.comContact:
Lecturer: Armi Temmes



Law and technology Seminar

6 ECTS

The goal of the seminar is to give students understanding of:
1. the open licensing principles and how the dynamics of openly licensed 
media affects available business models. 2. The simple economics of crowd 
sourcing and microtask markets.
-Students are expected to learn how to
1. analyse different open licensing schemes, 
2. design services that integrate open media and 
3. design business models that take advantage of the available re-
sources legally

Course includes reading, lectures, excursion, group work in workshops 
and two 7-10 page case study of a business that utilises open content.

Independent reading 10 hours.
Pre-class case study preparation, interviews and presentation 20 hours.
Lectures 4 hours.
Workshop team-work 26 hours.
Excursions 5 hours.
Final paper (group work) 20 hours

herkko.hietanen@hiit.fiContact:
Lecturer: Herkko Hietanen

Special project in IDBM: Crew
Environment

5 ECTS

The whole workshop will be documented and for the use of Royal Carib-
bean. The requirements to get this unique chance for using cutting edge 
design knowledge would be the collaboration in the extent mentioned 
above. Improving the working and living conditions has a crucial impact 
on the quality of the customer service.

The workshop would focus on the living environment for the crew. It 
would involve different stages:
a) ethnography - use design methodology for understanding the daily 
routine and requirements of staff, such as probes, observation, contextual 
interviews
b) concept development of an interdisciplinary team, consisting of ex-
perts in different fields such as design and engineering
c) rapid prototyping and iterating of the outcomes; user testing
d) final deliverable for RCCL.

thomas.abrell@aalto.fiContact:

Lecturer: Jack Whalen, Turkka Keinonen, Tuuli Mattelmäki, 
Fernando Secomandi



Creative social enterprises 
(IDBM + USP leste workshop)

6 ECTS

Upon completion of the course students will master key frameworks and 
management tools essential in developing (and managing the develop-
ment) of  business models. The students will have been introduced to the 
problem of developing appropriate business models in the social enter-
prise context in low income contexts.

Within the course on the boat, student teams initially learn and practice 
applying the frameworks and management tools, which then are tested in 
the field workshop in Sao Paulo. The course will focus on themes such as 
entrepreneurship, business modeling, strategy, management vs leadership, 
marketing, service design, HR management, financial management, and 
projects.

Students attend the daily talks and workshops (24 contact hours/ min 3-6 
hrs / day 19-26.11). Talks will be given in key themes such as entrepre-
neurship, business modeling, strategy, management vs leadership, market-
ing, service design, HR management, projects. Daily team assignments will 
undertaken in preparation for the Sao Paulo workshop.

The students attend a three-day (20 contact hours) workshop on crea-
tive social enterprise development, involving a series of lectures, visits to 
low-income communities in the east part of Sao Paulo, and a solution 
driven workshop to develop appropriate business models for the local 
context. (7th,8th,9th December)

miikka.j.lehtonen@aalto.fiContact:
Lecturer: Miikka Lehtonen, Fernando Secomandi, Mikko Koria

Service design course

3 ECTS

During the course students are going to:
- get acquainted with design relevant theories from such disciplines of 
service marketing, engineering, economics, and design
- gain experience with user-centered design methods and tools for pur-
poses ranging from the identification of customer needs to the genera-
tion of innovative service concepts
- learn to collaborate in a design project with students from diverse aca-
demic and cultural backgrounds

Five group meeting, 
first: - students are introduced to multidisciplinary frameworks used to 
understand and design new services, dividing into groups,
second - each team presents their preliminary identification of cruise 
services,
third - All groups come together in the third meeting for the presentation, 
discussion, and integration of findings, forth - is intended for finalizing the 
activities of the previous meeting and preparing for the final workshop 
day in Rio de Janeiro, fifth - design school in Rio de Janeiro

Approximately 40 hours spread over 10 days in lectures (2 hrs), group 
meetings (16 hrs), and independent team work (22 hrs).

f.secomandi@tudelft.nlContact:
Lecturer: Fernando Secomandi



Future of Learning Workshop

6 ECTS

Students will learn how to define design challenges and create outputs in 
a challenging and complex design and planning framework. The workshop 
will provide skills to manage and implement consulting process (commu-
nication, strategy, solution seeking, design etc.) utilizing collaborative and 
participatory design practices and tools. The workshop will also clarify 
questions of current theories and practices in the field of education and 
learning, as well as issues related to global educational politics.

In the workshop students will explore the role of new technologies and 
services in increasing the quality and effectiveness of teaching and learning 
practices and educational organizations. The approach is based on design 
research and prototyping activities carried out collaboratively in small 
groups.

The workshop includes: lectures, fieldwork, concept design and proto-
typing, pitching of the ideas. Evaluation criteria is based on:  Attendance 
to a min of 80% of class meetings, active participation in the discussion/
ideation/production process, quality, depth and breath of the final solution 
proposal, development of team work and skills.

On Boat: (2 ECTS)
Lectures: 10 hours
Guided group work in a workshop: 
28 hours (4 hours / day)
Independent study in groups: 14 
hours (2 hours / day)
In total: 52 hours

Off Boat:
Demonstration in Brazil: 2 hours
Independent study work in Brazil: 14 hours
Independent study work in Finland: 14 hours
Independent study work in groups in Finland: 40 
hours (in spring 2012)
Demonstration in Finland: 2 hours
In total: 72 hours (3 ECTS)

teemu.leinonen@aalto.fiContact:
Lecturer: Teemu Leinonen, Cesar Nunes

Courses / Workshops
without ECTS 



 Theatre / Acting Workshop

The student learns a few techniques for warmups, vocal exercises and 
practical exercises. The student learns some basics about acting.

No preparation required. Prepare to have fun!

When:  While cruising

si@iki.fiContact:
Facilitator: Sami Itkonen

Chill, Fun and Creative: 
Message in a Bottle
Imagining and creating a message in a bottle that we can send out to the 
sea. What could we create in order to send a message to the world of 
Aalto on Waves?

Workload:
1 day / max 10h
When: 24th November
Requirements:
What could we use? Something water-soluble? Natural or composting fab-
rics? Chinese lanterns? Think of this question beforehand and bring ideas 
with you!

oona.colliander@gmail.comContact:
Facilitator: Oona Colliander / Liisa Maria

SketchCrawl on Waves

Workload:

Independent work 3-6 hrs
Together 1+ hrs 

Consider looking around you a bit differently, as potential sketching subject. 
Have fun and not take sketching too seriously. Meet people, both fellow 
wavers and other people on cruise.
SketchCrawl inspired group drawing experience.

1. we gather together
2. we separate and move slowly around the ship, drawing/painting what 
we see
3. we end up in a bar, have some beverage and look at each other’s draw-
ings

When: While cruising

Requirements: Drawing supplies. Paper & something to make marks on it. 
Pens, watercolor, whatever. You need to bring some with you to the boat, 
you can’t rely on that you could buy any from the ship.

Study Material:
http://www.sketchcrawl.com/
http://enricocasarosa.com/sketchcrawl.html

pekka@aaltoonwaves.comContact:
Facilitator: Pekka Salonen



A Collective Painting Workshop

Structured individual and collective drawing and painting exercises. Dis-
cussing the themes for the final work. Planning and making of the final 
work (2-4 collective paintings in acrylic on canvas, ~100 cm*150 cm) 
through sketching, discussing and persistent work. Exhibiting the work (in 
USP and/or back in Helsinki).

Learning / Outcomes:
Some drawing and painting skills, a personal approach to drawing and 
painting, understanding of an artistic process, and hopefully satisfaction for 
having created art.

Meetings 6h, Individual work and further work in painting unlimited hours.

Everything you see, feel and experience. Optional reading: John Dewey: 
Art as Experience.

When: 19th November 14-17 Cruising
22nd November 14-17 Cruising
23rd November 14-17 Cruising
9th December Sao Paulo

Requirements:
Artists’ supplies (acrylic paints, pencils, pens and markers, paper (A4, A3 
and A2), masking tape, paintbrushes, canvas).
A video projector and a printer would come in handy.
Materials for protecting the floor and the tables (newspaper, plastic, etc.).
Experience in arts is as appreciated as the lack of it.

juho.hellsten@aalto.fiContact:
Facilitator: Juho Hellsten

Chill, Fun and Creative: 
Model Vivant

Meeting in the morning for briefing and a group teaching environment. 
In the afternoon, drawing around the boat by using these different tech-
niques and in the evening group meeting for processing the outcome.

If you wish, your drawings can be used for the Spatial Art Installation to-
gether with the outcomes of the Feeling Good photography workshop, so 
if you wish you can participate also to these Chill, Fun and Creative work-
shops, but it is not mandatory!

Learning / Outcomes:
Learning different sketching techniques in short and long poses, examples 
of different techniques used in classical drawing methods of Life Drawing 
and enjoying the analysis of a human figure.

When: 22th November

Requirements:
Pens, paper, paints, brushes, what ever drawing material you have!

Workload:
1 day / max 10h

oona.colliander@gmail.comContact:
Facilitator: Oona Colliander / Liisa Maria



Chill, Fun and Creative: Hyvää 
tekevä kuva / Feeling Good 
Photography Workshop

Do you want to learn to see yourself and your body differently. Learn to 
love your skin and your wrinkles.

We see beautiful people in advertisements all around us: in TV commer-
cials, on bus stops and fashion ads. We’re comparing ourselves to the im-
age in media. Usually there are no photos like that of us - not to mention 
all the photoshopping done to those models. It’s important for everyone 
to learn to see themselves as beautiful beings - that’s what we try to learn 
on this workshop by viewing our bodies through photography.

Learning / Outcomes:
This creative workshop doesn’t give you credit points, but many nice pho-
tos of yourself and hopefully a better understanding of how you are.
See spatial art on boat  ws as a continuation for this workshop. Not man-
datory.

Workload:
First day at the cruise:
About 10-11:30 briefing - whole group
Time to do pair photography and editing 12-18 - individual work
18-20 gather together to edit / give photos for printing - whole group
20.-21.11.
Liisa and Oona will print the photos at Canary Islands.
22.11.
At breakfast the photos will be given to participants.
Note: you can also participate to this even if you have something else 
overlappig - just contact Liisa/Oona in advance”

When: 19th November

Requirements:
1 camera / pair. Laptop for photo editing. Can also borrow from others.

designhuone@gmail.comContact:
Facilitator: Oona Colliander / Liisa Maria

Chill, Fun and Creative: 
Spatial Art on Boat

Create a Spatial Art Installation on the boat using the outcome created 
in “Feeling Good - photography workshop” and other existing materials 
from the boat.

Meeting everybody in the morning with briefing, deciding on the design 
depending on found materials and doing together the installation! Chill, 
Fun and Creative!

Workload:

1 day / max 10h

When: 23rd November

oona.colliander@gmail.comContact:
Facilitator: Oona Colliander / Liisa Maria

Windows Phone
Learn basics about the Windows Phone OS and hear about the develop-
ment of software to the marketplace.
Requirements:
Beamer
Workload:
Couple of hours

niinagromov@gmail.comContact:
Facilitator: Niina Gromov



Aalto-Unicef Finland workshop

Participants get a change to help children in rural areas of Uganda by tak-
ing part in this workshop. Through examples from real field work experi-
ences participants learn to understand some of the main challenges and 
opportunities in conducting development co-operation. Heini Salovuori 
will share her own experiences working with Unicef in Uganda and Fin-
land. The project she is working for aims at creating a culturally appropri-
ate business model that will improve sanitation conditions in rural schools 
of Uganda.

Lecture slides, pictures, additional readings can be provided to participants 
interested in the topic.

Workload:

3 hours workshop, groupwork.

Requirements:

Post-its, flip chart, pens and a room with possibility to show a powerpoint 
presentation.

Study Material:

Lecture slides, pictures, additional readings can be provided to participants 
interested in the topic.

When: while cruising

heini.salovuori@aalto.fiContact:
Facilitator: Heini Salovuori

TEK-SEFE-Ornamo Workshop

Participants will mark down their understanding/view/feeling of the cur-
rent service offerings and type/quality of communications of TEK, SEFE and 
Ornamo. 
In the pre-cruise workshop (or via separate material), they will learn about 
the actual offerings of the organizations, as well as their underlying goals/
strategy.
The participants will then note any discrepancies between their previously 
perceived image and the actual things the organizations are doing or trying 
to do.
On the ship workshop, participants will draw upon the material collected 
to innovate on the future of labour/professional organizations, thinking 
about concrete improvements to the organizations’ offering and communi-
cations.
Finally, a report of the workshop’s findings will be created and handed out 
to the organizations before year’s end.”

Learning / Outcomes:

Understand how labour/professional organizations work, what they do 
and where they want to develop

Workload:

Pre-cruise workshop (not strictly mandatory) 4 hours, workshop on ship 
~6-8 hours, individual work 1-3 hours

harri.sarsa@gmail.comContact:
Facilitator: Harri Sarsa



Game Design

Learn how to use mechanics to create games. Learn how to solve game 
design issues. Learn how to balance and improve games. Learn the funda-
mentals of game design.

Intro to board games and game design 
Intro to dice, intro to mechanics 
Split into groups start designing. 
Overview, present games and test the games 

Workload:
3 hours

Requirements:
need some cardpaper, scissors, pens, colour markers, pencils, paper.

When:
19th November 17-20 Cruising
2nd December Rio de Janeiro,
7th December Sao Paulo

r.magica@gmail.comContact:
Facilitator: Reina Magica

Outotec workplace planning 
Workshop

We will help Outotec company to plan their new sustainable workplace. 
More info about this later.
 
Learning / Outcomes:
Introduction to workplace management.

Workload:
One day workshop at the boat and presentation to company back home.

Schedule:
19th November 10-13 Cruising,
19th November 14-17 Cruising

matti.luukkonen@outotec.com, 
janne.korhonen@outotec.com,Contact:

Facilitator: Matti Luukkonen and Janne Korhonen



MIDE think tank
The MIDE creative brainstorming workshop consists of 2 parts. The first part is 
a 3-hour facilitated brainstorming session in which the participants invent radical 
new solutions to three real-life research projects related to shopping mall service 
innovation, mobile social media services and augmented reality. This will be fol-
lowed by a creative innovation session (3h) related to the future of MIDE, the 
umbrella program that runs these research programs. 
Why should I join?
    * To learn how to brainstorm for new ideas using the Future Technology 
method, a high-energy creative brainstorming method that uses mixed methods 
ranging from play-doh to acting and everything in between. 
    * To have an impact on how consumer services will look in the future - these 
are real projects with real results!
    * To have an interesting experience: the facilitators are all experienced re-
searchers who are passionate about the topic and interested in making this an 
experience to remember. The sessions will be anything but boring, with plenty of 
time included for energizer games and other fun stuff.
So what are these projects?
The real-life projects that will be discussed in the workshop are:
    * 4D Space (shopping mall innovation). What do you want the future of shop-
ping malls to look like?
  * OtaSizzle (testing of mobile social media services). What are the non-Face-
book social media and which new business models we can invent for them?
* UI-Art (augmented reality). How can computer-generated imagery and live 
video change our perception of everyday real-world situations?
These projects are run by MIDE (the Multidisciplinary Institute of Digitalisation 
and Energy), the future of which will be discussed in the second half of the work-
shop. What kinds of interesting projects should the Institute do in the future?
When: 24th November, 25th November
How do I join?
Contact the facilitators: Anna Korolyuk, Meri Kuikka, or Antti Virolainen (firstname.
lastname@aalto.fi) and tell your order of priority on the 3 topics for the first half 
of the workshop (4D space, OtaSizzle, UI-Art). Also mention if you are interest-
ed to participate in more than one topic. Participation of the workshop includes 
participation at least one from the 3 topics for the first parts of the workshop 
(4D space, OtaSizzle, UI-Art) + participation at the last MIDE part.

anna.korolyuk@gmail.comContact:
Facilitator: Anna Korolyuk, Meri Kuikka, Antti Virolainen

Wärtsilä Workshop

harri.sarsa@gmail.com / venla.pouru@aalto.fiContact:
Facilitator: Harri Sarsa / Venla Pouru

The purpose of the workshop: The purpose of the workshop is to assess 
the concept of an environmentally sustainable cruise ship and compare 
different technology options for generating renewable energy onboard. 
The technology options are analysed from several perspectives: feasibility, 
performance, cost-efficiency, design and cruise experience.

Learning outcomes: The workshop will gather students from fields of ship 
building, machinery, materials, business, industrial design and Aalto staff and 
thus provide insight and discussions from diverse perspectives as well as 
mutual learning. Aside of learning about ship design the workshop will also 
provide experience on studying feasibility of ideas and concepting. The 
participants will generate ideas and foster them in a structured way and 
finally create a synthesized solution for the host company. 

Workload: 2x3h workshop time, appr. 2h for pre-readings

Timetable: 28th November or 30th November



TEDxAaltoUniversity

juhani@aaltoonwaves.comContact:
Facilitator: Juhani Polkko

TEDx format is max. 18 minutes for each talk, and we will have max. 16 
Talks, including pre-recorded videos, plus short breaks. The amount of 
speakers is 11.

Because of the guest speakers, TEDx needs to be organized on November 
28th.

Individual/group presentations, pre-recorded TED videos.

The goal is that the presentations spur discussions afterwards and raises 
new thoughts and ideas in the audience.

When: 28th November

WDC workshop about Aalto City

PD6 project about Aalto campus- Social living and transportation. Work-
shop outcomes will be presented in exhibition at University of São Paulo. 
(USP)

Workload: 6-7 hours workshop

When:

24th November 10-17 Cruising,

6th December Sao Paulo,
7th December Sao Paulo,
8th December Sao Paulo,
9th December Sao Paulo,
10th December Sao Paulo,
11th December Sao Paulo

Please note that this Workshop will be continued in Sao Paulo!

timo.salo@aaltoonwaves.comContact:
Facilitator: Timo Salo



Recife No events planned in Recife so far,
here you will learn how to 

improvise!



Salvador

Guided city tour of Salvador

Whole day city tour of Salvador de Bahía, more exact times will follow but 
from arrival of the ship in the morning until its departure in the afternoon 
including time for lunch.

The day full of history, music and food culture of the city with a wonderful 
guide Aija Jantunen.

Our guide will take us on foot around the city to points of interest. We 
will be having a moqueca style lunch buffet in the old part of the city.

When:29th November full day

Wear good shoes as we will be walking all the way from the port, around 
the city and back to the port.

Please note that you have to register in order to participate.

This city tour is for an extra fee of 15€ (tour 5€ + lunch buffet 10€) 
which is collected from the participants in advance in the final participant 
event on the 14th of November. Registration can be found behind this link 
until Sunday 30th of November: http://goo.gl/7OFBR

inna@aaltoonwaves.comContact:
Facilitator: Aija Jantunen (guide) / Inna Pirkanniemi



Rio de Janeiro 1st December



Creative Entrepreneurship
(Innovation Agency - UFRJ)

Get to know more about the market in art and culture* in Brazil. Learn 
how to start a business in this field. Get in contact with Brazilian reality. 
Possibility to receive an official certificate from both sides, UFRJ (Universi-
dade Federal do Rio de Janeiro)+AoW.

*art, design, archtecture, communication...

Content:

1st December - 15.30 - Guided tour to Innovation Agency premisses and 
arts premisses at UFRJ. 

If you want to participate: Apply by sending an email.

gisa@aaltoonwaves.comContact:
Facilitator: Thalita Knupp, Gisa Lyra, Tommi Vatanen

2nd December



Creative Entrepreneurship
(Innovation Agency - UFRJ)

Get to know more about the market in art and culture* in Brazil. Learn 
how to start a business in this field. Get in contact with Brazilian reality. 
Possibility to receive an official certificate from both sides, UFRJ (Universi-
dade Federal do Rio de Janeiro )+AoW.

When:  2nd December
Morning ~9.30 to 12.00: Open Talks.
Brief presentation of cases.
Brazilian Side: Innovation Agency,  New enterpreneurs, UFRJ students, and 
other guests.

Aalto on Waves side: cases (open to application - contact 
gisa@aaltoonwaves.com)

Afternoon ~13.30 to 17.00: Workshop
Under development (if you have ideas and/or experience let us know)

If you want to present something at the open talks (15 min talk): send us 
an email with a proposal.

If you want to participate: Apply by sending an email.

gisa@aaltoonwaves.comContact:
Facilitator: Thalita Knupp, Gisa Lyra, Tommi Vatanen

Marine tech conference

Co-operaton between Aalto University and COPPE/UFRJ, seminar in-
troduces research in both universities and amazing future cruise ship 
concepts done in Passenger Architecture in Aalto on Waves and there’s a 
great change to get together with Brazilian fellow students! 

Seminar takes place in: COPPE/ UFRJS, Rio de Janeiro , Brazil
When: 2nd December 2011, Auditorium C208 Center of Technology/
UFRJ
Content:
09:00h Opening
NN, SINAVAL ? Segen Estefen (COPPE/UFRJ), Pentti Kujala (Aalto) 
09:30h Dynamics of intact and damaged ships Teemu Manderbacka 
(Aalto), Sergio Sphaier (COPPE/UFRJ)
10:30h Strength analysis of welded panels Jani Romanoff/Heikki Remes 
(Aalto) Tatiana Gurova/Marcelo Igor (COPPE/UFRJ)
11:30h Production planning and simulation, Esko Niemi (Aalto), Floriano 
Pires, Claudio Baraúna,Luiz Felipe (COPPE/UFRJ) 
12:30h Lunch 
14:00h Innovative ship design Markus Ahola (Aalto), Richard Schachter 
(COPPE/UFRJ) 
15:00h Wave energy analysis Otto Puolakka (Aalto) Eliab Ricarte/ Paulo 
Roberto Costa (COPPE/UFRJ) 
16:00h Discussion and invited industrial presentations
17:00h Closure
Requirements:

Attend to one of the marine related workshop/course.

timo@aaltoonwaves.comContact:
Facilitator: Markus Ahola



3rd December

Research Center in Electrical En-
ergy - CEPEL

CEPEL has some of the biggest laboratories of power quality in the world.

Seminar takes place in: CEPEl premisses, Rio de Janeiro , Brazil
When: 2nd December 2011, 13.15 to 16.00

Content:
In this visity, participants will see the following projects:

Casa Solar (Solar Power application)
CATE (Usage of efficient technologies)

How many?
20 to 30 participants

Check:
www.cepel.br (in Portuguese)



Creative Entrepreneurship (ESPM 
- Escola Superior de Propaganda e 
Marketing)

gisa@aaltoonwaves.comContact:
Facilitator: Thalita Knupp, Gisa Lyra

Get to know more about marketing, advertisement, strategic design and 
design thinking within the Brazilian context. Possibility to receive an official 
certificate from both sides, ESPM+AoW.
If you want to present something at the 20 min talks: send us an email with 
a proposal.
If you want to participate: Apply by sending an email.
When: 3rd December
9.00 to 10.20 - 20 min talk
- Núcleo de Economia Criativa (Creative Economy Core) - Entrepreneur-
ship in art, culture and entertainment in Rio.
Speaker: Rafael Liporacci
- Aalto University: Aalto on Waves Project 
+ 2 slots for us (apply if you want to present something)
10.20 to 10.35 - Coffee Break
10.35 to 11.35
- ESPM  Students Cases (15 min each) Speakers: ESPM students
Design Thinking – Factor N Project – Interactive Classroom - TBC
Marketing: Faissol Doc  http://www.faissoldoc.com/ 
Speaker: Ricardo Faissol – Estrategic Marketing - post graduation student - 
TBC
Design: Campanas Brothers - TBC
Entertainment: TBC
11.35 to 11.50 - Coffee Break
11:50 to 12:50 
Rio’s entrepreneurs:
Grupo Matriz - TBC
Guest - TBC 

4th December



Feijoada da Boa

EXPERIENCE AN AUTHENTIC BRAZILIAN EVENING IN RIO! 

Learn how Brazilians party!!!

To enjoy the most of our stay in Rio, we invite you to spend a special 
evening in Laranjeiras, one of the most traditional neighborhoods in the 
city, with a panoramic view of the famous tourist spot, Cristo Redentor. 
We will be enjoying a typical brazilian meal, Feijoada with Caipirinha.
The event will take place at the home of Dila Vildal, a brazilian Artist, 
where her paintings will be revealed.

Be in a Brazilian mood!
Confirm your presence by sending an email.

When: 16.00 to 21.00

gisa@aaltoonwaves.comContact:
Facilitator: Gisa Lyra

5th December



Visit to Nuclear Power Plant

Garta (Grupo de Análise de Risco Tecnológico Ambiental - Environmental 
technology risk analysis); Cdiox.

The company has many innovative projects, and they would be interested 
in collaborate with students that want to continue the researches later on. 
(thesis or any research project)

When: leaving from downtown (Candelária) around 7.00 - arriving in 
Angra around 9.30.

Content:
One day excursion.
Meeting with the company
Company´s presentation: Their projects, what do they did for the nuclear 
power plant, projects that could be executed later on with student col-
laboration. Students presentation: Name, background, area of interest, 
expectations related to the visit (what the student expect and would like 
to see at the plant). Visit to the nuclear plant.

Transport and lunch are included.
If you want to participate: Apply by sending an email.

From the applicants: Name; nationality; passport number; expiration day; 
visa number; background; field of interest. Please, send attached your cur-
riculum.

Outfit: Trousers and closed shoes.

gisa@aaltoonwaves.comContact:
Facilitator: Gisa Lyra

Penedo, the first Finnish colony in 
Brazil

Visit to Little Finland, a Finnish colony in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
http://wikitravel.org/en/Penedo

When: 5th December, 
A few hours on the way to São Paulo

katja_tuomola@hotmail.comContact:
Facilitator: Katja Tuomola

Brazilian jiu-jitsu

Learn Brazilian jiu-jitsu. Become dangerous.
Visit a BJJ -gym and train there a bit

Requirements:
t-shirt and shorts
it’s gonna cost a bit, trying to get the price low

When: during our stay in Rio (date to be confirmed)

topi.tirronen@aalto.fiContact:
Facilitator: Topi Tirronen



São Paulo 6th December



Visit to Valtra do Brasil

Get to know the Brazilian part of the Finnish tractor manufacturer Valtra. 
How did a small company from the north manage to get a leading posi-
tion on the Latin American market? How is the Brazilian tractor produc-
tion different from the Finnish?
A visit to the plant.

One day visit.

markus.storsjo@aalto.fiContact:
Facilitator: Markus Storsjo

National Day 

National Day event at Museu da Casa Brasileira hosted by the Finnish 
Consulate at São Paulo.

When: 6th December 2011

Dress code:

How many?
All participants

timo.salo@aaltoonwaves.comContact:
Facilitator: Tima Salo



7th December
8th December
9th December

Creative social enterprises 
Workshop

Workload: 3 days workshop

Facilitators: Miikka Lehtonen / Fernando Secomandi / Mikko Koria / Gisa 
Lyra / Thomas Abrell / Nara Guseynova

Upon completion of the course students will master key frameworks and 
management tools essential in developing (and managing the develop-
ment) of business models.The students will have been introduced to the 
problem of developing appropriate business models in the social enter-
prise context in low income contexts.

Dec, 7th: Open Talk
1 p.m.: Welcome coffee and a tour in the University (this activity includes 
Finish students and event organizers)
2 p.m.: Workshop and course presentation (Tania and Julia)
2:30 p.m to 5:00 p.m: Presentation of projects developed during Design 
Thinking activities and projects from textile and fashion course by lectur-
ers Tania, Maria Luiza, Julia, Regina and sutudents Pedro and Marcos. 

Dec, 8th:
8 a.m. to 12h00: visiting communities - Projects “Sao Paulo costurando o 
futuro” from textile and fashion course.
12h00 to 1h45 p.m.: lunch (to be decided if it will be at EACH restaurant 
or in a restaurant “churrascaria” close to EACH)
2 p.m. to 3 p.m. - course about social business (Prof. Mikko)
3h30 p.m. to 5 p.m - presentation of Finnish graduation projects.



Dec, 9th:
8 a.m. to 12h00: visiting communities - communities where we have devel-
oped activities by using Design Thinking methodology (Cria, Abraço and 
Mobile Banking Projects). These projects are related to entrepreneurship, 
health and technology.
12h00 pm. to 1h45 p.m: lunch at EACH restaurant
2h00 p.m. to 3h00 p.m.: presentation of textile and fashion undergradua-
tion projects by EACH students.
3h00 p.m. to 5h00 p.m: discussion and proposition of social businesses 
models for projects of communities visited in Sao Paulo by finish students.

Study Material:

Extracts from Business Model Generation: A handbook for Visionar-
ies, Game Changers, and Challengers, Alexander Osterwalder and Ysves 
Pigneur, 2009

Schedule:

7th December from 13.00 to 17.00 
8th December from 8.00 to 17.00 
9th December from 8.00 to 17.00 

It is mandatory for the ones who are attending IDBM course aboard.
Others can participate without earning ECTS.
All participants of this event need to send a small curriculum vitae with 
personal information (emal, phone, address, passport number).
Apply by sending an email.

gisa@aaltoonwaves.comContact:
Facilitator: Gisa Lyra

The Aalto on Waves Exhibition

Workload: 3 days event
Everyone is invited!

The AoW Exhibition compiles the work and research of the participants 
of Aalto on Waves (http://www.aaltoonwaves.com/), a journey that brings 
110 members of Aalto University community (http://www.aalto.fi/, located 
in Helsinki, Finland) to Brazil by boat! Furthermore, AoW brings the name 
of several world-wide known Finnish companies and institutions and 
opens its space to several guests to expose their projects. 

The event incorporates 3 spaces: gallery, auditorium and cinema. 

The Gallery: place where the work of the students from the School of 
Arts and Design of Aalto University and the stands of Helsinki WDC 2012 
and Aalto Design Factory are located and the very point where AoW 
interacts with USP. 

The Auditorium: AoW participants and guests provide workshops and 
lectures about contemporary facts, actual researching being held in Aalto 
as well as Brazil and Finland-related themes. 

The Cinema: short films and animations from the Media Lab of Aalto 
School of Arts and Design are presented and also Finnish movies, featuring 
known Finnish directors such as Aki Kaurismäki and Kjell Westö.   

Aalto on Waves is an official event of Helsinki World Design Capital 2012 
(http://wdchelsinki2012.fi) and is recommended in official letter by Aalto 
University, the Finnish Embassy in Brasília and the Finnish Consulate in São 
Paulo.



bruno@aaltoonwaves.com
irene.poutanen@aalto.fi
seera.rytkola@aalto.fi

Contact:

Facilitator: Bruno Sousa (Pt/En)
Iréne Poutanen (En/Fi)
Seera Rytkölä (En/Fi)

8th December



Maculelê - a mix of martial arts and 
dance at São Paulo University

Get an impression of Maculelê, a mix of martial arts and dancing, and learn 
some basic movements.  Get to know students at Sao Paolo university. 
Enjoy the common language of movement. 

One evening lesson of Maculelê, a mix of martial arts and dancing, 
initially scheduled on 8th Dec 2011 at 6pm at São Paulo university.

The local dance teacher, mestre. Local contact: Anna Karina D. Kiss 

Participants should wear clothes suitable for exercise 

Riitta.Toivonen@hubhelsinki.fi Contact:

Facilitator: The local dance teacher, mestre. 
Local contact: Anna Karina D. Kiss 

9th December



To get to know how relatively young (founded 2009) software & consul-
tancy company work in Brazil an how they have gained popularity among 
Ruby on Rails developer community with their open source products (e.g. 
Devise). Also just to see a small local office, get a change to ask about 
their work and have a nice evening at bar getting to know few locals a bit 
better.

The visit starts at the Plataforma office 9th Dec at 5:00 pm. After spend-
ing 0,5-1,5 hours at the office we move to nearby bar to continue chatting 
with the workers.

Study Material:
No required study material, but it’s a good idea to take a quick look at the 
Plataforma web page: http://www.plataformatec.com.br/en/ to know a bit 
about what they do.

Also check our wiki for lates updates: https://sites.google.com/a/aaltoon-
waves.com/participants/program-and-projects/plataforma-company-visit

Requirements:
Dresscode is casual.
General interest in software development will make the visit more inter-
esting, but no coding skills are required to attend the visit.

Plataforma company visit

antti.virolainen@iki.fiContact:
Facilitator: Antti Virolainen

10th December
/

11th December



Volunteering in favela

We will visit the favela in a polite way (we cannot just go there for excur-
sion, it is someone’s home). We will be inside the favelas, but we will be 
safe because we are helping them (and because we are with Utechopara-
mipais, who have the reputation).

During the day we will volunteer in favela (Brazilian slums) of Sao Paulo. 
We will help local volunteers from NGO Utechoparamipais to build the 
houses (requires some physical work).

See more at wiki https://sites.google.com/a/aaltoonwaves.com/participants/
program-and-projects/favelas-visit.

The video about the NGO Un Techo para mi Pais is here - http://vimeo.
com/25900474. From the video you can see the working conditions for 
you.

Physical work in the fresh air.

anna.korolyuk@gmail.comContact:
Facilitator: Anna Korolyuk

http://www.mam.org.br/

Museums (guided tours)
Guided tours in English:

date: 10/12/11 (Saturday)
time: 10:30 (10.30 AM)
number of participants: 30

http://www.museulinguaportuguesa.org.br/

date: 09/12/11 (Friday)
time: 14:00 (2PM)
number of participants: 15

Museum of Modern Art of São Paulo:

Museum of the Portuguese 
Language:

niina@aaltoonwaves.comContact:
Facilitator: Niina Gromov




